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TECHNICAL DETAILS

The Estate

During the early years, Bodegas Lustau operated as an ‘Almacenista’. The

Lustau family began bottling their own sherries and exporting by 1950. In the

1980s they expanded their range and introduced the Almacenista range

concept of buying and maturing casks from small bodegas to share excellent

quality names and styles with enthusiasts around the world. In 1990 the

winery was bought by the family-owned Louis Caballero group. Bodegas

Lustau is considered a world-class benchmark for top-quality wines. Lustau

produces all styles of sherry, from Manzanilla through to Pedro Ximénez, as

well as special bottlings, single cask, VOS and VORS sherries.

Wine Making

Each wine (Oloroso and Pedro Ximénez) is matured, separately in its own

solera for 12 years. Once blended together, the resulting sherry is returned to

a 45-cask solera for a further 3 years ageing. In centuries gone by, casks with

sherry were lashed to ships sailing for the Indies and were found to develop

an extraordinary smoothness and complexity. Lustau has revived this style of

sherry in the East India wine.

Food Suggestions

Pairs well with light desserts, creamy cheeses or foie gras. Try it also on the

rocks with a slice of orange.

TASTING NOTES

Dark mahogany in colour with green-amber edge. It offers vibrant notes of

maple syrup, brown sugar, shoe polish, raisin and chocolate beer nuts, all

very well integrated. On the palate it is smooth and rich at the beginning, full

of prune and burned oranges peel flavors. Provocative spicy notes appear

just before its nuttiness and terrific acidity cuts through the sweetness. With

a truly unforgettable finish.

80% Palomino & 20% Pedro Ximénez grape blend.

This wine contains allergens, sulfites.
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ATTRIBUTES

• Available Size: 750mL (12 pc)

• ABV%: 20

• Class: Fortified
REVIEWS

2017 Mundus Vini Grand International

Wine Award | Gold

International Wine and Spirits

Competition | Silver

Decanter World Wine Awards | Silver
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